
     St   Paul’s   Post     

At   St   Paul’s   we   are   Safe,   Respectful,   Learners 
  

From   the   Principal   
  
  

Dear   Parents   and   Carers,   
  

Supporting   Learning   
This   week,   I   had   the   privilege   of   hosting   5   peer   Principals   at   St.   Paul’s   -   COVID   safely   of   course.   We   engaged   
with   other   system   leaders,   via   Zoom,   to   discuss   leading   learning   in   our   respective   schools.   I   am   very   proud   
of   our   school   community   and   the   work   that   each   and   every   one   of   the   staff   does   to   support   learning   and   it   
was   an   absolute   privilege   to   showcase   the   students,   staff   and   the   learning   at   St   Paul’s   to   my   colleagues.     
  

Some   of   their   feedback   included:   
● Children   were   certainly   engaged   in   the   learning   and   knew   what   they   were   learning   about   and   why   
● There   is   a   true   sense   of   calm   for   learning   -   The   students   knew   that   this   is   learning   time   and   the   

teachers   were   actively   supporting   the   children   
● There   is   a   great   sense   of   joy   for   learning   and   for   children   sharing   their   learning   with   each   other   and   

their   teacher.   
My   pride   in   our   school   community   continued   on   Wednesday   for   our   Open   Day   Tours.   Each   member   of   the   
leadership   team   accompanied   a   small   group   of   prospective   parents   on   a   guided   tour   of   our   school.   We   
remained   outside   the   learning   spaces   so   that   we   aligned   with   our   COVID   safe   plan   and   NSW   Health   
guidelines.   The   feedback   from   these   visitors   was   exceptionally   positive   and   our   visitors   had   many   questions,   
some   of   which   were   answered   in   our   Catholic   Schools   Week   publication   which   will   be   available   on   our   
website   next   week.   In   the   meantime,   I   hope   you’ve   had   an   opportunity   to   see   the   digital   assemblies   from   
various   grades   this   term.   Until   restrictions   are   lifted   and   we   can   hold   our   assemblies,   we   will   continue   with   
these   celebrations   of   learning.   
  

Next   week,   during   Catholic   Schools   Week,   you   will   have   an   opportunity   for   a   Zoom   “Meet   and   Greet”   with   
your   child's   teacher   and   I   encourage   you   to   take   up   this   opportunity   to   get   to   know   your   child’s   teacher   and   
to   offer   your   insights   to   them   about   your   child.   It   is   only   in   partnerships   with   parents   that   we   can   make   a   
difference   in   the   lives   of   the   children   entrusted   to   our   car e.   
  

Welcome   Miss   Brooke   Mindham   and   Mr   Jack   Fitzsimons   
I   am   pleased   to   inform   you   that   Miss   Brooke   Mindham,   who   has   been   working   with   our   children   at   St.   Paul’s   
since   August   last   year,   will   teach   Year   1I   for   the   remainder   of   2021.   Miss   Mindham   will   officially   begin   this   
role   in   Term   Two.   Welcome   also   to   Mr   Jack   Fitzsimons   who   will   teach   Physical   Education   for   the   remainder   of   
2021   on   Tuesdays   and   Thursdays.   Mr   Fitzsimons   is   an   experienced   PE   teacher   and   is   looking   forward   to   
commencing   next   week.   We   are   still   in   the   process   of   finalising   our   PE   teacher   for   Wednesdays   and   will   
inform   you   as   soon   as   possible.   
  

As   we   approach   the   Third   Sunday   of   Lent   this   week,   let   us   all   take   a   
moment   to   pray   for   those   in   our   community   who   are   experiencing   loss,   
sadness,   poverty   or   hardship.   May   the   Lord,   in   whom   we   place   our   trust   
and   faith,   guide   and   support   them.   
  

Generous   God,     
boundless   is   your   mercy   and   faithful   in   your   love,   

you   are   our   companion   as   we   walk   the   Lenten   journey.   
Fill   us   with   your   compassion   and   give   us   the   compassion   and   give   

us   the   courage   
to   uplift   those   weighed   down   by   life’s   burdens.   

Amen   
  

Peace   and   Joy   
Mrs   Megan   Baird   
Principal   

  
  

  



  
Playground   update   
We   are   getting   there,   slowly   but   surely…...This   week,   
part   of   the   playground   was   reopened   to   the   senior   
children   and   the   delight   on   their   faces   was   wonderful   to   
see.   They   have   had   a   great   time   exploring   the   new   
timber   adventure   playground   and   the   new   ‘Dry   River   
Creek   Bed’.   Both   these   areas   provide   educational,   social   
and   cultural   opportunities   for   the   children   to   engage   in.   
They   also   provide   gathering   areas,   environmental   
learning   spaces   and   an   alternative   space   for   learning   
outside   of   the   traditional   classroom   space.    We   are   
working   on   a   plan   for   rostered   play   in   this   reopened   
area   so   that   all   children   can   begin   playing   here   and   
enjoying   the   new   features.     
  

The   Year   5   leaders   had   the   opportunity   to   tour   the   
playground   with   Mrs   Baird   during   the   week   and   have   
provided   some   great   feedback   and   also   some   
suggestions.    Unfortunately,   the   leaders   were   not   able   
to   be   part   of   our   Catholic   Schools   Week   Open   Day   tours   
this   year,   so   they   had   the   special   privilege   of   seeing   the  
playground   a   little   earlier   than   most.   
  

The   Adventure   Log   playground   has   been   sourced   mainly   from   natural   materials   
which   not   only   have   a   sensory   benefit   because   of   their   different   textures,   sizes,   
colours   and   smells,   they   also   provide   more   tactile   stimulation   to   children   to   help   
them   improve   their   hand/finger   awareness   and   coordination.   The   inclusion   of   a  
car,   horizontal   ropes   and   timber   stilts   also   encourages   children’s   imagination   no   
matter   what   their   age.     
  

The   area   at   the   back   of   the   playground   has   focused   on   the   revegetation   of   native   
plants   and   erosion   reduction   and   was   partly   funded   by   the   Australian   
Government   and   the   Catholic   Education   Office   Diocese   of   Parramatta   (CEDP).   We   
thank   them   for   their   contribution.   In   this   area   we   have   included   a   Dry   River   
Creek   Bed,   a   bridge,   yarning   circle,   story   stones   and   poles.   In   the   next   few   
months,   we   have   plans   for   work   members   of   our   CEDP   Indigenous   team   
(Jarara)to   work   with   the   children   to   support   the   painting   of   this   area,   the   
planting   of   indigenous,   local   plants   and   propagating   seeds   to   sustain   this   area.     
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

Work   is   continuing   on   the   amphitheatre   area   and   the   
delays   with   the   shade   sails   and   posts   have   now   been   
rectified.   Mrs   Misek,   Mrs   Robson   and   I   will   continue   to   
meet   with   the   builders,   architects   and   CEDP   personnel   
each   fortnight   until   this   section   is   finalised   and   the   site   
handed   back   to   the   school.   Thank   you   for   your   
understanding   with   these   unforeseen   delays.    
  
  

  

  

  



  
From   the   Assistant   Principal     

  

Over   the   coming   weeks   you   may   hear   the   teachers   referring   to   
our   involvement   in   a   research   project   that   is   run   in   partnership   
with   the   University   of   Wollongong   and   the   Catholic   Education   
Office   Diocese   of   Parramatta.   This   project   is   focused   on   improving   
learning   environments   for   the   development   of   oral   language   and   
literacy   and   inquiry   skills   for   children   in   the   early   years   of   school.   
It   will   be   a   wonderful   opportunity   for   our   teachers   to   look   at   
pedagogy   to   ensure   that   we   are   making   the   most   of   every   
opportunity   to   develop   children's   oral   language   skills.   
  

Parents   often   ask   how   they   can   help   support   their   children   at   
home.   It   seems   that   we   often   want   a   physical   homework   sheet   
where   children   sit   silently   and   complete   activities.   Unfortunately,   today   we   find   that   children   spend   a   lot   of   
time   “sitting   silently”   for   their   free   time   as   they   become   engrossed   in   electronic   games   and   TV   shows.   It   is   
important   that,   as   parents,   we   take   the   time   to   talk   with   our   children   everyday.   Oral   language   is   the   
foundation   for   all   literacy   skills.   Until   children   learn   to   read   they   learn   most   of   what   they   know   by   talking   and   
listening.   Engaging   in   a   variety   of   situations   that   require   children   to   be   active   speakers   and   listeners   is   the   
key   way   that   children   learn   about   language   and   how   it   works.   
Below   are   some   excerpts   from   the   NSW   English   syllabus   that   outline   what   children   should   be   working   
towards   in   each   stage.   It   is   interesting   to   note   that   speaking   and   listening   are   given   equal   importance   in   the   
syllabus   as   reading   and   writing.   Please   take   the   time   to   talk   with   your   children,   ask   questions   and   more   
importantly   let   them   ask   you   questions   every   day.   Give   them   opportunities   to   talk   about   things   they   love.   
(Asking   how   their   day   at   school   was   may   not   give   you   the   response   or   opportunity   for   conversation   you   
want).   
  

We   will   look   forward   to   sharing   with   you   our   learnings   throughout   the   year,   including   new   ways   to   engage   
with   oral   language   and   improve   classroom   practice.   

  
Regards   
Jane   Misek   
Assistant   Principal   

  

  
RE   Learning   
During   this   time   of   Lent   we   are   encouraged   to   repent   and   pray.   On   Skoolbag,   over   the   past   3   weeks,   I   have   
included   a   reflection   that   was   shared   with   us   from   the   Catholic   Education   Diocese   of   Parramatta.   
  

Project   Compassion   
The   students   have   a   Project   Compassion   box   in   their   classrooms   and   they   
are   being   encouraged   to   donate   money   that   they   may   have   spent   on   an   ice   
block   or   do   an   extra   job   around   the   house   and   ask   for   money   to   contribute   
to   the   Project   Compassion   box.   Money   raised   helps   people   who   are   less   
fortunate   than   ourselves   to   have   access   to   clean   drinking   water   or   education   
that   we   are   lucky   enough   to   have   here.   
  

Some   very   enthusiastic   Year   3   students   got   together   to   organise   a   small   
fundraising   event.   They   wrote   a   letter   to   Mrs   Baird   to   propose   their   idea.   
These   Year   3   students   purchased   handballs   and   then   sold   them   on   the   
playground   for   $1.   This   money   went   to   Project   Compassion.   A   special   thank   
you   to   Mr   Sargent,   Mrs   Trieste,   Mrs   Baird   and   Mrs   Jasser   who   donated   the   
handballs.     They   raised   $100   -    Congratulations   girls   for   a   great   initiative!   

  
Mini   Vinnie   Team   
The   Year   5   Mini   Vinnie   Social   Justice   
team   has   been   very   busy   already   this   
term.   From   attending   the   Project   
Compassion   launch   to   leading   Children’s   
Prayer   on   every   2nd   Wednesday   
morning   on   Gregory’s   Green.   They   are   
busy   thinking   of   ways   we   can   bring   
awareness   and   fundraise   for   people   who   
are   less   fortunate   than   ourselves.   Part   
of   being   a   Mini   Vinnie   is   not   only   to   
think   and   plan   fundraising   events,   but   
also   serve   the   local   community.   On   
Wednesday   we   had   our   Open   Day   tours   for   2022   applications.   The   Mini   Vinnie   team   on   Tuesday   spent   their   
lunchtime   weeding   and   tidying   the   garden.   Many   other   children   came   to   help   too.   Thank   you   to   the   Mini   
Vinnie   Team   and   the   other   children   who   helped   tidy   the   garden   for   our   Open   Day   tours.   
  
  

  



  
As   we   journey   through   this   lenten   season   please   join   with   us   in   prayer:   

  
God   of   all,   

As   you   accompany   us   on   our   Lenten   journey,   
May   our   fasting   strengthen   our   commitment   to   live   in   solidarity,   

Our   almsgiving   be   an   act   of   justice,   
And   our   prayers   anchor   us   in   love   and   compassion.   

Through   living   simply   and   loving   generously,   
May   we   care   for   our   global   family   and   our   common   home   

as   we   “Aspire   not   to   have   more,   but   to   be   more”.   
We   ask   this   in   Jesus’   name.   

Amen.   
Mrs   Johra   Brackenbury   
Religious   Education   Coordinator   

  
Literacy   Learning   
  

Play-Based   Learning   
When   children   start   school,   they   bring   all   they   have   learned   with   them.   Our   Kindergarten   teachers   seek   to   
build   on   these   skills,   interest   and   knowledge   using   the   same   vehicle   for   learning   that   worked   so   well   at   home   
or   preschool   -   PLAY!   Play-based   learning   provides   opportunities   for   children   to   actively   and   imaginatively   
engage   with   people,   objects   and   the   environment.   When   playing,   children   may   be   organising,   constructing,   
manipulating,   pretending,   exploring,   investigating,   creating,   interacting,   imagining,   negotiating   and   making   
sense   of   their   worlds.   It   promotes   the   holistic   development   of   a   child   and   may   also   support   a   broad   range   of   
literacy   and   numeracy   skills.   Kindergarten   has   been   enjoying   play   within   the   morning   routine.   Kindergarten   
teachers   have   been   carefully   planning   activities   that   encourage   talking,   reading,   thinking   and   writing.   
Teachers   have   been   guiding   play   and   joining   in   to   extend   learning   through   questioning   and   demonstrating   
early   literacy   skills.     

    

  
  
  
  
  

Mrs   Michelle   Brett   
Leader   of   Learning   
  

Inquiry   Learning   
  

Stage   2   have   been   exploring   changes   in   the   local   community   over   time   as   part   of   their   historical   inquiry   into   
‘How   has   our   community   changed   over   time   and   why   do   people   choose   to   remember   significant   events   of   
the   past?’.   As   part   of   this   inquiry,   students   have   been   investigating   how   areas   in   Winston   Hills   have   changed   
or   been   maintained   over   time.   They   have   been   exploring   photographs   in   order   to   make   comparisons   
between   the   past   and   the   present.   Students   have   enjoyed   seeing   what   the   area   was   like   in   the   past.     

Over   the   next   few   weeks,   I   will   be   meeting   with   teachers   to   assist   with   the   planning   of   incursions   and   
excursions   which   support   inquiry   learning.   As   these   activities   are   finalised,   they   will   be   placed   in   the   school   
and   parent   calendar.   Please   be   assured   that   we   are   continuing   to   plan   such   events   this   year   and   will   make   
any   necessary   changes   should   COVID   restrictions   change.   

  

Mrs   Julie   Hooper   
Leader   of   Learning   
  



  
Numeracy   Learning   

In  the  last  issue  of  the  newsletter,  the  completion  of  Mathematical  Assessment              
Interviews  (MAIs)  was  highlighted  as  was  our  personal  reflections  on  our             
perceptions  of  Mathematics.  We  were  challenged  to  consider  how  our  perceptions  of              
Mathematics  may  be  influencing  our  children’s  growing  attitudes  for  Mathematics            
and  how  their  developing  resilience  and  a  growth-mindset  will  build  confidence             
during  mathematical  problem  solving.  This  week,  staff  met  with  Mrs  Geradline             
Caleta,  our  Teacher  Educator  in  Numeracy  from  CEDP.  During  this  professional             
development,  staff  began  analysing  the  data  to  make  general  observations  of             
mathematical  trends  in  our  classes,  and  worked  on  prioritising  learning  at  each              
child’s   point   of   need.     

  
Last  week,  I  also  mentioned  that  I  would  be  exploring  ways  you  can  support  your  child’s  learning  in                    
Mathematics.  If  you  are  interested  in  joining  us  as  a  community  of  learners,  please  complete  the  Expression                   
of  Interest  form  below  or  alternatively,  please  email  me  via   winstonhills@parra.catholic.edu.au  by  Friday  12                
March.  Of  course,  COVID  restrictions  may  prevent  us  from  meeting  on-site,  so  for  now,  an  afternoon  Zoom                   
session  may  be  most  appropriate.  Using  the  expressions  of  interest,  I  will  contact  you  with  further  details                   
before   the   end   of   Term   1.     
  

In  the  meantime,  during  your  three-way  interviews  in  the  coming  weeks,  I  encourage  you  to  speak  to  your                    
child’s  teacher  about  their  progression  in  Mathematics,  and  ways  you  can  best  support  their  learning  as  we                   
work   in   partnership   with   you.   

  
Liz   Sargent   
Leader   of   Learning   

  
=======================================================================   

  

Expression   of   Interest   
(Please   return   to   the   Office   by   Friday   12   March)   

  
I,    _____________________________   am   interested   in   joining   Mrs   Sargent   and   other   St.   Paul’s   parents   to   explore   ways     

(Please   print   your   name)   
  

I   can   best   support   my   child/ren   in   their   learning   of   Mathematics.   I   have   a   child/ren   in   the   following   grades:   
  

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 (Please   circle)   
  

I   feel   my   child   would   benefit   from   a   focus   on:   
- Counting   
- Place   Value   
- Addition   and   Subtraction   
- Multiplication   and   Division   
- All   of   the   above (Please   circle)   

  
Sincerely:   ______________________________   

(Please   sign)   
===================================================================   
Year   4   -   PDHPE   
  

This   term,   Year   4   has   been   focusing   on   our   PBS4L   program.   Here   are   
some   of   the   things   students   have   said   about   what   they   have   learnt   so   far   
from   our   inquiry:   
  

Wearing   our   uniform   with   pride   
  

“We   should   wear   our   uniform   with   pride   so   we   can   show   respect   for   our   
school.”   Lucy   &   Evanna   
  

“It   shows   that   we   are   respecting   the   people   who   brought   it   for   us.”   
Nick   M   
  

Setting   SMART   goals   
  

“Our   goals   need   to   be   realistic   so   we   can   achieve   it.”   Heath   
“Smart   goals   are   something   that   you   have   to   want   to   
achieve   and   you   have   to   work   hard   to   achieve   them.”   Emma  
  

We   are   active   listeners   
  

“Active   listening   is   keeping   our   eyes   on   the   teacher   when   
they   are   speaking.”   Felicity   
“When   you   are   on   the   mat,   you   must   show   close   attention   
to   what   the   teacher   is   saying   by   using   the   5Ls   and   always   
facing   the   teacher.”   John   
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PDHPE   
  

We   have   been   working   on   our   
fitness   in   our   Physical   Education   
lessons.   Here   are   some   photos   of   
us   in   action .   

Work   Health   and   Safety   
Reminders   

Arrival   of   children   in   the   
morning   
At   the   start   of   the   year,   it’s   always   important   to   remind   our   community   that   staff   are   on   duty   for   supervision   
of   children    from   8.25am    and   that   parents   are   responsible   for   their   children   until   teachers   go   on   duty   at   
8:25am.   Students   enrolled   in,   and   attending,   before   and   after   school   care   in   the   separate   facility,   which   
shares   part   of   the   school   premises,   have   separate   arrival   and   supervision   arrangements   with   that   facility.   
Students   not   enrolled   in   before   and   after   school   care   are   considered   to   be   in   the   care   of   parents   or   carers   
before   8:25am.   Students   arriving   prior   to   8:25am   do   so   at   your   risk   and   will   not   be   supervised.   The   school   
commences   supervision   and   care   for   students   and   permits   student   arrival   on   school   premises   from   8:25am   
each   school   day.   Thank   you   for   your   cooperation   and   understanding.     

  

No   Smart   Watches   at   school     
Students   accessing   the   internet   for   their   learning   sign   a   ICT   agreement   at   the   start   of   every   year.    It   has   
also   been   our   custom   and   practice   at   school   to   have   any   students   with   mobile   phones   drop   them   at   the   
office   in   the   morning   and   collect   them   in   the   afternoon.   IF   you   need   to   contact   your   child   urgently,   please   
call   the   office.     Please   be   advised   that   students   are   not   to   wear   smartwatches   to   school .    The   reason   
for   this   is   that   these   watches   can   be   distracting   from   our   core   focus   on   learning,   especially   if   students   are   
receiving   and   sending   messages   during   school   time.    These   watches   also   have   the   capacity   to   photograph   
and   record,   which   is   not   appropriate   in   a   school   setting.    Other   watches   such   as   analog,   digital   and   step   
measuring   watches   are   acceptable.    We   thank   you   for   your   understanding   and   support   in   
helping   us   keep   our   community   safe.   

  
Parish   Carpark   
It   is   a   privilege   for   St   Paul’s   Primary   School   to   use   the   Parish   car   park.   For   this   practice   
to   continue   we   need   to   treat   our   parish   community   with   respect   and   only   park   in   the   
allocated   spaces.   At   St   Paul’s   we   have   a   number   of   children   who   require   assistance   and   
support   and   their   families   have   a   “disabled”   sticker/sign   for   their   car.    Please   do   not   
park   in   these   designated   spaces   unless   you   have   such   a   sign .     
The   safety   of   children   and   adults   is   critical   when   collecting   children   from   school.   Please   
observe   all   parking   signs   and   road   rules   when   collecting   children   to   ensure   the   safety   
and   wellbeing   of   all   members   of   our   school   and   community.   As   families   begin   to   use   the   new   ramp   to   
Buckley’s   Road,   please   hold   your   children’s   hand   and   use   the   pedestrian   crossing   to   cross   the   road.   

  
  

  

2021   School   Dates   
  

Term   dates   for   2021   for   students     
The   school   year   consists   of   four   terms   that   run   over   two   semesters.     
Term   1   -   Students   1-6   commence   Friday   29   January   and   Kindergarten   commence   
Monday   1   February.   
Term   1   -   Ends   on   Thursday   1   April     
Term   2   -   Monday   19   April   to   Friday   25   June     
Term   3   -   Monday   12   July   to   Thursday   16   September     
Term   4   -   Tuesday   5   October   to   Wednesday   15   December   

  
Staff   Development   Days     

  

Each   year   schools   are   allocated   6   days   for   professional   learning.   These   days   are   used   to   improve   the   skills   of   
our   teachers,   school   leaders   and   school   support   staff.   The   opportunity   for   all   staff   to   be   involved   in   whole   
school   planning   and   quality   professional   learning   helps   to   enhance   outcomes   for   our   students.   
  

Our   Staff   Development   Days   for   2021   are   listed   below.   There   will   be   no   supervision   at   school   on   these   days.   
  

  

Staff   Development   Days   2021   -   No   children   at   School   

Term   2     Friday   11   June   

Term   3   Friday   17   September   

Term   4   Thursday   16   &   Friday   17   December   



  
Social   Distancing   COVID-19   

Our   staff   continue   to   be   vigilant   with   monitoring   and   acting   regarding   children   who   appear   to   be   unwell.    Please   keep   
your   child   at   home   if   you   think   they   are   sick,   runny   nose,   cough,   headache   etc    If   a   child   presents   as  
unwell   at   school,   they   will   be   isolated   from   other   children   and   staff   in   the   sick   bay   or   an   area   of   the   office.     Parents   will   be   
contacted   to   collect   their   child   immediately.    We   understand   that   this   may   be   difficult   but   it   is   in   the   best   interests   of   the   
school   community   as   a   whole.   

● Additional   cleaning   is   taking   place   on   a   daily   basis.     
● Our   staff   are   reminding   students   how   and   when   to   wash   their   hands.     
● There   are   soap   dispensers   in   the   toilets,   and   these   are   topped   up   regularly.     
● Signs   have   been   placed   in   classrooms   and   toilets   to   remind   the   children   and   to   

demonstrate   to   them   appropriate   hand   washing   procedures.     
● Each   class   has   been   provided   with   hand   sanitizer,   disinfectant   wipes   and   additional   

paper   towels.     
● All   learning   spaces   have   designated   "used   tissues   only"   bins   with   lids   which   are   

emptied   daily.     
● The   school   has   discouraged   handshakes,   hugs   and   kisses.     
● Please   limit   the   number   of   people   in   the   foyer   to   five   -   if   there   are   5   or   more,   

please   wait   outside.   
● Our   amended   line   up   afternoon   dismissal   procedures   are   in   place   and   we   ask   that   parents   do   not   enter   the   

space   under   the   COLA,   please   wait   on   the   outer   area   for   your   child.   

Happy   Birthday  
  

Happy   Birthday   to   all   those   who   celebrated   their   birthdays   recently   and   who   
are   celebrating   in   the   next   few   weeks…..   
  

Annabelle   N,   Jade   B,   Estelle   D,   Scarlett   C,   Jasmine   P,   Peter   K,   Marc   K,   Jessica   K,   
Sebastian   P,   Jonathan   J,   Oliver   E,   Amelie   S,   Rachael   B,   Ainsley   R,   Tania   T,   Maeve   J,   
William   C,   Dylan   B,   William   M,   Edison   M,   Harrison   B,   William   G,   Abigail   D,   Serenity   H   

  
Paw   Tally   

  
  

  
  

Red   
142   

Blue   
       213   

Yellow   
149   

Green   
228   

  

St   Paul   Award   Student   of   the   Week   

KG   Thomas   V   Isabella   L   

KM   Thea   J  Annabelle   H   

1A  Savannah   G     Anthony   T   

1I   Maddison   S   Jacob   K   

2D   Taylor   E   Amelie   S   

2L   Braxtyn   W   Lily   D   

3L   Lara   F   Gabriel   S   

3P   Nate   B   Lucia   M   

4H   Millie   J   Christian   D   

4PH   Jordan   P     Serenity   H   

5H   Jasmine   Theresa  

5L   Anders   S   Savanah   N   

6R   Ellie   G   Phoebe   D   

6SL   Olive   A   Sienna   C   


